
CATHOLICISM WITHOUT A POPE DOES

Sedevacantism is the position, held by some traditionalist Catholics, that the present occupier of the Holy See is not truly
pope due to the mainstream church's .

He viewed it as an improper restriction of his rights as a sovereign, and in the bull Qui quorundam condemned
the Franciscan doctrine of papal infallibility as the work of the devil. Continue Reading. Almost immediately
it celebrated mass in the vernacular. Here they opted instead for a vision of church administration which
looked a bit more like the church during the first millennium: collegial, communal, and a joint operation
among a group of equals rather than an absolute monarchy under a single ruler. Although still working within
the "official" Church in , he publicly took the position in that the Holy See was vacant and that the Church that
had emerged from the Second Vatican Council was no longer Catholic. Theologians have said, Both men are
cradle Catholics, so much so that Salvini recently tried to pass legislation to put crucifixes in all public spaces
in Italy. Lumen gentium[ edit ] The dogmatic constitution Lumen gentium of the Second Vatican Ecumenical
Council, which was also a document on the Church itself, explicitly reaffirmed the definition of papal
infallibility, so as to avoid any doubts, expressing this in the following words: This Sacred Council, following
closely in the footsteps of the First Vatican Council, with that Council teaches and declares that Jesus Christ,
the eternal Shepherd, established His holy Church, having sent forth the apostles as He Himself had been sent
by the Father; and He willed that their successors, namely the bishops, should be shepherds in His Church
even to the consummation of the world. The only ex cathedra application of papal infallibility since its solemn
declaration has been for the Marian Dogma of Assumption in  The election of the next pope is a fascinating
spectacle on Vatican Hill. Pope's Authority There is, naturally, the debate among Catholics about the extent of
the authority of popes. Ineffabilis Deus is an example of this. Thomas in Rome wrote concerning Papal
infallibility: "To the Pontiff, as one person and alone, it was given to be the head," and again, "The Roman
Pontiff for the time being is one, therefore he alone has infallibility. So then, should anyone, which God
forbid, have the temerity to reject this definition of ours: let him be anathema. Sedevacantists base their claim
to be the remnant Catholic Church on what they see as the presence in them of these four "marks", absent,
they say, in the Church since the Second Vatican Council. Dissident minorities could be easily cowed on both
sides of the Border. The ramifications go far beyond the fraught politics of Catholicism. The list also includes
formerly Roman parishes, such as St. Clement of Rome , c. The 17th century saw a scientific revolution, often
treated with scepticism by a defensive counter-Reformation papacy, which feared that scientific ideas would
lead its followers astray. Protestant denominations proliferated, and ancient monarchies toppled. Rome had
spiritual claims to authority because St Peter and St Paul were martyred there, and political power as the seat
of the western Roman Empire. Clear indications of the consciousness of the Primacy of the Roman bishops,
and of the recognition of the Primacy by the other churches appear at the end of the 1st century. Some of this
decline would have happened anyway. In the years following the Second Vatican Council other priests took up
similar positions, including: Dominican theologian Fr. In the meantime, there is only one sermon that can be
truthfully preached in the ruined Irish church: absolute power corrupts absolutely. The vitality of devotion to
the Virgin of Guadalupe, the mother of Jesus manifested at Guadalupe, often far surpasses concerns for the
pope. Defense of this is made easier by the assumption that authoritarian structures of the hierarchy are
"natural," but the fact that this sort of structure actually evolved in the Catholic church, and didn't exist from
the beginning, undermines such arguments completely.


